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Introduction
The purpose of this Report is to make recommendations for the revision 
of consents for discharges within the catchment of the River Irwell, 
downstream to and including the River Medlock in Manchester. This 
revision has the sole objective of recognising the present effluent 
and river water quality - proposals for long term river water quality 
objectives are to be put forward in other Reports.
The report identifies the existing situation regarding the legal 
status of e ffluent  discharges from Authority and non-Authority 
owned installations within the catchment, details the determinand 
concentration limits included in existing discharge consents (where 
appropriate) and proposes the limits to be included in the reviewed 
consents. The reviewed consents will reflect the quality of efflu­
ent achievable by good operation of the existing plant based on 1977 
e ffluent  quality  data but taking into account any improvements, 
extensions etc. that have been or are about to be carried out and 
any known further industrial and/or housing development in the 
works drainage area. The proposed limits are intended to be the 95% 
compliance figures rather than the 80% compliance figures inferred in 
existing consents and hence the new figures will obviously be higher 
than the old. In reality, however, the quality of effluent required 
to be discharged will remain substantially unaltered from its present 
quality. It is, of course, fundamental to the review that there shall 
be no reduced standard of operation of treatment plants and thus no 
deterioration in the chemical classification of receiving waters. The 
Review of Discharge Consents is, therefore, in compliance with the 
Authority's Policy for River Water Quality. The present chemical 
classification of all river waters in this catchment, included in the 
River Pollution Survey, is given.
A map of the catchment will be available at the meeting and a short 
physical description of the catchment is given below to assist members 
to assess the significance of the effluent discharges.
Physical Description of Catchment
The River Irwell rises on the southern slopes of Thievely Pike south 
east of Burnley, in Lancashire, close to the county boundary with West 
Yorkshire. The river then flows in a southerly direction to Bacup, 
then in a westerly direction to Rawtenstall, then in a southerly 
direction to enter Greater Manchester at Ramsbottom. The river then 
continues in a southerly direction through Bury to Whitefield, then in 
a westerly d irection  through R ad cliffe  to Farnworth, then in a 
generally south easterly direction through Salford to Strangeways in 
Manchester and finally in a south westerly direction to become the 
Manchester Ship Canal at the old Salford Docks system, between Ordsall 
in Salford and Old Trafford in Manchester, at the confluence with the 
River Medlock. The length of the river from Deerplay, just south of 
Thievely Pike, to the River Medlock confluence is 62.3 kilometres and 
the 5 percentile and mean daily flows, as estimated at Adelphi Weir 
NGR 824987 approximately 3 .5  kilometres upstream of the River Medlock 
confluence are 381 and 1500 megalitres/day respectively.
[NB, The 5 percentile flow is, for the purposes of this Report, the 
flow which it is expected will be exceeded 95% of the time].
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The significant tributaries of the River Irwell in terms of flow 
and/or quality are as follows:
1. Whitewell Brook entering, after 8.9 kilometres, at Waterfoot 
from Deerplay Moor and Water.
2. Limy Water entering, after 11.8 kilometres, in Rawtenstall from 
Dunnockshaw and Crawshawbooth.
3. The River Ogden entering, after 15.3 kilometres, at Irwell Vale 
and draining the Haslingden area.
4. The River Roch entering, after 34.3 kilometres, on the southern 
outskirts of Bury and draining the Rochdale/Heywood area.
5 . The River Croal entering, after 42 .0  kilometres, at Farnworth 
and draining the Bolton area.
6. The River Irk entering, after 60.5 kilometres, at Stangeways 
in Manchester and draining the Middleton area and much of north 
Manchester.
7. The River Medlock entering, after 62.3 kilometres, at Knott Mill 
in Manchester and draining Oldham and much of east Manchester.
The catchment is well developed for both residential and industrial 
purposes including as it does the old "Cotton Towns" of Bacup, 
Rawtenstall, Haslingden, Ramsbottom, Bury, Rochdale, Heywood, Bolton, 
Prestwich , Royton, Chadderton, Middleton and Oldham as well as 
substantial parts of Salford and Manchester. The textile industry 
has, of course, substantially declined but numerous other industries 
have replaced the textile industry to form an area that epitomises 
the industrial North West. However, the northern part of the 
catchment contains large tracts of unspoilt moorland where development 
is non-existant apart from the isolated hill farms.
The headwaters of many of the feeder streams within the catchment 
are impounded for potable water supply and this, coupled with the 
rapid run-off in wet weather from the large areas of impervious 
surface in the industrial towns and overflows from the combined 
sewerage systems, leads to the polluted nature of the river and many 
of its tributaries.
3 . River Waters - Chemical Classification
A chemical classification system for river water quality is applied as 
a matter of routine to all rivers and streams having, in general, an 
average summer flow of 4 .5  Ml/d or more. Appendix I ,  which includes 
an explanation of this classification system, details the chemical 
class in 1978 of all such rivers and streams within the catchment.
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From this Appendix it can be seen that of the 303.9 kilometres of 
streams and rivers within the Irwell catchment so classified the total 
lengths in each chemical class are as follows:
Class 1A 44.2  km
Class IB 52.6  km
Class 2 54.3 km
Class 3 93.5  km
Class 4 59.3 km
4. Discharges and Consents
4 .1  Authority Sewage Treatment Works
There are 17 sewage treatment works within this catchment owned 
and operated by the Authority . F ifteen  are w ithin Pennine 
Division and two within Eastern Division. Appendix II  gives 
details of the Authority works, the present and proposed consent 
limits and the flow and chemical quality of the receiving water­
course at the works.
When examining Appendix II  it will be helpful to realise that 
the so called Royal Commission Standard of 20 mg/1 BOD and 30 
mg/1 suspended solids becomes 30 mg/1 BOD and 45 mg/1 suspended 
solids when set in a 95 percentile context and that both these 
sets of figures require a mean effluent quality of 15 mg/1 BOD 
and 23 mg/1 suspended solids.
4 .2  Authority Trade Effluent Discharges
The Authority operate 19 water treatment plants within the catch­
ment, all treating water for potable supply. Seventeen of these 
plants are w ithin  Pennine D iv ision  and two within Eastern 
Division and of these, twelve within Pennine division and one 
w ithin  Eastern D ivision  discharge trade effluent to surface 
waters and a further one within Pennine division discharges a 
trade effluent to underground strata via a borehole. These 14 
plants and the trade effluent discharges therefore are listed in 
Appendix I I I .
When examining Appendix I I I  the comments at (d ) , (g) and (h) in 
Appendix II  are relevant as regards columns 6 , 13 and 14 respect­
ively.
In  the case of Clay Lane WTP a detailed  explanation of the 
proposal is given in Section 5.
4 .3  Private Trade Effluent Discharges
For the purpose of the Review there are 22 premises discharging 
trade effluents to watercourses within the catchment. These are 
as follows:
1. Chloride Industrial Batteries Limited at Clifton Junction 
with one discharge derived from the manufacture of vehicle 
batteries.
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2. CEGB, Agecroft Power Station at Swinton discharging a 
mixture of ash quenching water, contaminated surface water 
and sewage effluent.
3. J . Clegg and Bros. Limited at Rakewood, Littleborough with a 
discharge of effluent derived from wool scouring and dyeing.
4. J .R . Crompton Bros. Limited at Elton, Bury, discharging an 
effluent derived from paper manufacture.
5. J .R . Crompton Bros. Limited at Simpson Clough, Heywood, 
discharging an effluent derived from paper manufacture.
6. R . Fletcher and Son Limited at Kearsley discharging an 
effluent derived from paper manufacture.
7. Donald Macpherson and Company Limited, paint manufacturers 
at Bury, discharging an effluent comprising of contaminated 
surface waters.
8. Lancashire County Council, Hall Lane, Little Lever with 
two discharges of effluent comprising of drainage from an 
old chemical tip.
9 . Magnesium Elektron Limited at Clifton Junction discharging 
an effluent derived from the manufacture of magnesium 
alloys.
10. National Coal Board, Agecroft Colliery, Swinton discharging 
a mixture of minewater and contaminated surface water.
11. National Coal Board, Old Meadows, Bacup discharging 
minewater from a dis-used mine.
12. O lives  Paper M ill  Company Lim ited at Bury discharging 
an effluent derived from the manufacture of paper.
13. Pilkington Tiles Limited at Clifton Junction discharging an 
effluent derived from the manufacture of ceramic tiles.
14. Ramsbottom Bleaching and Dyeing Co. Limited at Ramsbottom 
discharging an e ffluent  derived from the bleaching and 
dyeing of textiles.
15. Sterling  Stubbins Limited at Ramsbottom discharging an 
e ffluent derived from the manufacture of tissue paper.
•)
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16. Tootal Lim ited, Loveclough, Rawtenstall discharging an 
effluent derived from the printing and dyeing of textiles.
17. Transparent Paper Limited at Heap Bridge, Bury, with two 
discharges one of which is e ffluent derived from the 
manufacturing of transparent film and the other is a mixture 
of cooling water and contaminated surface water.
18. Charles Turner Limited at Belmont discharging an effluent 
derived from the manufacture of paper.
19. V iy ella  International Lim ited, T . Robinson and Company 
Limited at Ramsbottom discharging an effluent derived from 
textile dyeing.
20. Whitecroft Lim ited , Holden Vale Manufacturing Company 
at Haslingden discharging an e ffluent derived from the 
bleaching of cotton.
21. John Wild and Sons Limited at Bury discharging an effluent 
derived from paper manufacture.
22. Yates Duxbury Limited at Heap Bridge , Bury discharging 
backwash water e ffluent  from a water treatment plant.
Appendix IV contains details  of these discharges and the 
receiving watercourses and when examining this table the points 
noted at (d) , (g) and (h) in Appendix II  are relevant as regards 
columns 4 , 9 and 10 respectively.
Discussions are being held with these companies to agree the 
conditions to be included in reviewed consents for these 
discharges.
As regards the discharge listed  at 11 above no consent is 
required at the present time as this discharge is minewater from 
abandoned mineworkings. As regards the premises listed at 17 
above on outstanding appeal against a proposed review of consent 
conditions , in itiated  by the former Mersey and Weaver River 
Authority is now being dealt with by written submission to the 
Secretary of State for the Environment and, hence, the result of 
this appeal is awaited before the Authority consider how to deal 
with this company as regards the present Review.
As regards the premises listed at 4 , 5 , 15 and 18 above agree­
ments has been reached with the Companies as to the conditions to 
be included in a reviewed consent. This effluent listed at 18 
has deteriorated in quality over the last two years as a result 
of a company decision to use a higher proportion of waste paper 
in the feed stock. Hence a "phased" consent has been agreed 
recognising, in the first place, the existing effluent quality 
but requiring, by the 1st January 1981, an improved quality of 
effluent similar to that produced
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In all other cases listed above discussions are still proceeding 
but no particular difficulties are envisaged.
Wastes resulting from normal agricultural activity are generally 
disposed of to land. Any consented discharges of this type are 
not significant in the context of the Review.
4 .4  Private Sewage Treatment Works
There are many p riv ate , i .e .  non-Authority sewage treatment 
works in the catchment. The consents for private sewage treatment 
works of significance (generally those receiving a flow in excess 
of 5,000 litres per day ie 0.005 M l/d ), are to be reviewed in 
accordance with normal procedures, based on expected 95 
percentile values with the plant in proper operation i .e . in 
exactly the same way as Authority sewage treatment works of a 
similar size.
4 .5  Storm Sewage Overflows
Consents for discharges from overflows on the foul sewerage 
systems (SSO 's ) normally specify the rate of sewer flow at 
which discharge can begin. It is impractical, due to the very 
nature of these devices, to include conditions relating to the 
chemical quality of these discharges and there is, therefore, 
no need to consider these discharges within the Review.
However, where a SSO is w ithin a sewage works site then the 
consent is being reviewed, for the sake of completeness, to 
enable one consent document to serve all the discharges from 
the sewage works site.
It  should be noted that there may well be S S O 's  within the 
catchment for which there is no consent or outstanding applica­
tion. The task of identifying all SSO's within the Authority's 
area and providing the necessary flow and sewer information to 
enable meaningful consents to be issued where none now exist is 
a formidable one and will take many years to accomplish.
5 . Special Cases
The trade effluent, pressure filter backwash water, from Clay Lane 
WTP, is  discharged untreated to the Naden Brook. This effluent 
contains high concentrations of suspended solids, particularly at the 
start of each backwash cycle and this results in a murky, dirty  
appearance of the brook during the discharge period. The Naden Brook, 
at this point, flows through a pleasant wooded valley which is popular 
for evening and week-end walks, particularly in summer.
Pennine D iv is io n , and their predecessors the West Pennine Water 
Board, have been asked to improve the quality of effluent discharged 
from this plant by providing settlement facilities . These requests 
have resulted in a sum of money being included in the provisional 
Capital Programme for 1980/81 or later. If  this discharge was being 
made by a non-Authority organisation then the proposed consent would 
require an improved effluent quality by a specified date. We are 
charged with applying an even-handed approach as between
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o u r  ow n , A u t h o r i t y  d i s c h a r g e s  an d  p r i v a t e  d i s c h a r g e s  a n d  s o  t h e  
p ro p o se d  c o n s e n t  fo r  t h i s  d is c h a r g e  i s  t o  be "phased" t o  r e c o g n i s e ,  in  
th e  f i r s t  p l a c e ,  th e  e x i s t i n g  e f f l u e n t  q u a l i t y  a n d , in  th e  second  
p l a c e ,  an im proved e f f l u e n t  q u a l i t y  by 1 s t  J a n u a r y ,  1982. The f ig u r e  
in  b r a c k e ts  u nder colum n 10 o f  A ppendix  I I I  a g a in s t  t h i s  w orks i s  th e  
su sp en d ed  s o l i d s  l i m i t  t h a t  w i l l  be a p p l i c a b l e  from  t h a t  d a te .
RIVER WATERS - CHEMICAL CLASSIFICATION AS AT 1978
APPENDIX I
RIVER FROM TO LENGTH
km
CLAS£
RIVER IRWELL DEERPLAY BROAD CLOUGH 2.3 4
RIVER IRWELL BROAD CLOUGH WHITEWELL BROOK 6.6 3
RIVER IRWELL WHITEWELL BROOK DEARDEN BROOK 9.3 2
RIVER IRWELL DEARDEN BROOK PIGS LEE BROOK 8 .7 3
RIVER IRWELL PIGS LEE BROOK KIRKLEES BROOK 1.9 2
RIVER IRWELL KIRKLElS BROOK RIVER MEDLOCK 33.5 3
COWPE BROOK HEAD OF COWPE RESV. HIGHER BOARSGREAVE 0.8 1A
COWPE BROOK HIGHER BOARSGREAVE RIVER IRWELL 1.4 IB
WHITEWELL BROOK HEAD OF CLOUGH BOTTOM 
RESERVOIR
RIVER IRWELL 6.0 1A
LIMY WATER HEAD OF CLOWBRIDGE 
RESERVOIR
LOVECLOUGH 3.6 1A
LIMY WATER LOVECLOUGH REEDS HOLME 3.1 4
LIMY WATER REEDS HOLME RIVER IRWELL 2.0 3
RIVER OGDEN HEAD OF OGDEN RESV. ABOVE OLD RAILWAY 2.3 1A
RIVER OGDEN ABOVE OLD RAILWAY RIVER IRWELL 3.0 4
SWINNEL BROOK A677 RIVER OGDEN 2.9 IB
MUSBERRY RIVER LONGFIELD HOUSE RIVER OGDEN 0.8 1A
ALDEN BROOK FORD NEAR ALDEN FARM RIVER OGDEN 1.4 1A
DEARDEN BROOK SCOUT MOOR RESERVOIR BELOW A56 3.9 IB
DEARDEN BROOK BELOW A56 RIVER IRWELL 0.2 4
HOLCOMBE BROOK REDISHER CLOSE WOODHEY 1.1 IB
HOLCOMBE BROOK WOODHEY RIVER IRWELL 0.2 4
PIGS LEE BROOK A56 RIVER IRWELL 0.8 IB
TOTTINGTON (KIRKLEES) BROOKHOUSE BRIDGE ABOVE B6214 3.7 IB
BROOK
TOTTINGTON (KIRKLEES) ABOVE B6214 RIVER IRWELL 0.6 3
BROOK
ELTON BROOK DOW LANE RIVER IRWELL 1.9 2
RIVER ROCH HEAD OF CHELBURN RESV. LYDGATE BROOK 3.7 1A
RIVER ROCH LYDGATE BROOK RIVER BEAL 4 .1 IB
RIVER ROCH RIVER BEAL ' SloCHDALE STW 5.2 2
RIVER ROCH ROCHDALE STW HEAP BRIDGE 10.1 3
RIVER ROCH HEAP BRIDGE RIVER IRWELL 6.5 4
LYDGATE BROOK LYDGATE RIVER ROCH 2.2 IB
CASTLE BROOK BLACKSTONE EDGE RESV. LYDGATE BROOK 1.9 1A
REGULATING DRAIN HEAD OF LIGHT HAZZLES 
RESERVOIR
BLACKSTONE EDGE RESERV. 3 .4 1A
WHITE HOLME RESERV. HEAD LIGHT HAZZLES RESERVOIR 1.0 1A
BLACKSTONE EDGE RESV. HEAD FOOT 1.0 1A
EALEES BROOK OWLET HALL RIVER ROCH 1.3 IB
RIVER BEAL ROYTON JUNCTION SIDINGS PIETHORN BROOK 5.6 IB
RIVER BEAL PIETHORN BROOK RIVER ROCH 5.0 3
PIETHORN BROOK HEAD OF PIETHORN RESV. BELOW OGDEN RESERVOIR 2.0 1A
PIETHORN BROOK BELOW OGDEN RESERVOIR RIVER BEAL 1.8 2
HEY BROOK BUCKLEY RESERVOIR RIVER ROCH 2.9 IB
RIVER WATERS - CHEMICAL CLASSIFICATION AS AT 1978
APPENDIX I (cont)
RIVER FROM TO LENGTH CLASS
kra
RIVER SPODDEN FACIT PRICKSHAW BROOK 2.4 IB
RIVER SPODDEN PRICKSHAW BROOK RIVER ROCH 4.7 2
COWM BROOK HEAD OF COWM RESERV. RIVER SPODDEN 1.5 2
NADEN BROOK HEAD OF NADEN RESERVS. NORDEN 3.0 1A
NADEN BROOK NORDEN RIVER ROCH 3.1 3
OLDHOUSE BROOK HEAD OF ASHWORTH MOOR 
RESERVOIR
FOOT OF ASHWORTH MOOR 
RESERVOIR
0.8 1A
OLDHOUSE BROOK ASHWORTH MOOR RESERV. NADEN BROOK 3.1 IB
CHEESEDEN BROOK DEERPLAY VALE LOWER 
BRIDGE
NADEN BROOK 4.0 1A
WHITTLE (HOLLINS) 
BROOK
LOWER DROUGHTS FARM RIVER ROCH 4.5 2
BEALEY'S GOIT RIVER IRWELL, BURY RIVER IRWELL, RADCLIFFE 2.9 2
HUTCHINSONS GOIT RIVER IRWELL, BURY RIVER IRWELL, RADCLIFFE 2.4 2
RIVER CROAL RIVER TONGE/CROAL MINOR RIVER IRWELL 4.0 3
RIVER TONGE EAGLEY/ASTLEY BROOK RIVER CROAL 4.7 2
EAGLEY BROOK BELMONT RESERVOIR BELMONT STW 1.8 1A
EAGLEY BROOK BELMONT STW LONGWORTH CLOUGH 1.3 IB
EAGLEY BROOK LONGWORTH CLOUGH RIVER TONGE 7.5 3
ASTLEY BROOK SMITHILLS DEAN ROAD A666 1.6 1A
ASTLEY BROOK A666 RIVER TONGE 0.6 3
BRADSHAW BROOK HEAD OF ENTWISTLE RESV. FOOT OF WAYOH RESERVOIR 1.6 1A
BRADSHAW BROOK WAYOH RESERVOIR TONGE FOLD 9.3 IB
BRADSHAW BROOK TONGE FOLD RIVER TONGE 0.8 2
CROAL MINOR MIDDLE/CAPTAINS CLOUGH 
BROOKS
JENNY BECK 1.9 2
CROAL MINOR JENNY BECK RIVER CROAL 0.8 4
MIDDLE BROOK LOSTOCK HALL CROAL MINOR 6.6 2
CAPTAINS CLOUGH BROOK DOFFCOCKER LODGE BROWNLOW FOLD 1.8 IB
CAPTAINS CLOUGH BROOK BROWNLOW FOLD CROAL MINOR 1.0 2
JENNY BECK PIKE MILL CROAL MINOR 1.6 4
BLACKSHAW BROOK B6196 BELOW B6209 4.3 IB
BLACKSHAW BROOK BELOW B6209 RIVER CROAL 0.5 4
SINGING CLOUGH BROOK WORSLEY ROAD NORTH RIVER IRWELL 2.9 4
RIVER IRK SOURCE LOW CROMPTON 0.5 IB
RIVER IRK LOW CROMPTON LUZLEY BROOK 2.6 3
RIVER IRK LUZLEY BROOK RIVER IRWELL 16.6 4
WHIT BROOK STAKE HILL ROAD RIVER IRK 3.2 2
WINCE BROOK FOXDENTON LANE,
CHADDERTON
RIVER IRK 3.9 4
MOSTON BROOK HALE LANE, FAILSWORTH RIVER IRK 5.3 4
RIVER MEDLOCK HEAD OF STRINESDALE 
RESERVOIR
A669 3.5 1A
RIVER MEDLOCK A669 LORDS BROOK 9.2 3
RIVER MEDLOCK LORDS BROOK RIVER IRWELL 10.8 4
LORDS BROOK NEAR BRICK HALL FARM RIVER MEDLOCK 1.6 4
APPENDIX I (Cont . . . )
NWC CLASSIFICATION OF RIVER WATER QUALITY
River •> 
Class
Quality criteria Remarks C urrent potential uses
d » *»  llntlllng criteria
i9 f percentile)
I A. (i) Dissolved oxygen saturation greater Shan 80%.
(ii) Biochcmical oxyjjen demand not greater than 
Jmfi/I.
(iii) Ammonia not greater than 0.4  mg/l.
(iv) Where the water is abstracted for drinking 
water, it complies with requirements for A 2** 
water.
(v ) Non-loxic to fish In EIFAC terms (or beat 
estimates if EIFAC figures not available).
(i) Average BOO probably not greater than 1.3 
mg/l.
(ii) Visible evidence of pollution should be absent.
(I) Waler of high quality suitable for potable sup­
ply abstractions and for all other abstractions.
(ii) Game or other high class fisheries.
(iii) High amenity value.
18  (i) DO greater than 60'/i saturation.
(ii) BOP nol greater lhan 3 mg/1.
(iii) Ammonia not greater than 0 .9  mg/l.
(tv) Where waler is abstracted for ((sinking water, 
jt complies with the requirements for A I**  water, 
(v ) Non-loxic to fish in EIFAC terms (or best 
estimates if EIFAC figures not available).
(i) Average BOD probably not greater than 2 
mg/i.
(ii) Average ammonia probably not greater thaii 
0 .J  mg/l.
(iii) Visible evidence of pollution should be ab­
sent.
(Iv) Waters o f high quality which cannot be 
placed in Class IA because of high proportion of 
high quality effluent present or because o f the ef­
fect of physical factors such as canalisation, low 
gradient or eutrophication.
(v) Class 1A and Class IB together are essentially 
the Class I of the River Pollution Survey.
Water o f less high quality than Class 1A but 
usable for substantially the same purposes.
3 (i) DO greater than 40%  saturation.
(ii) BOD not greater than *  rag/1.
(iii) Where water is abstracted for drinking waler, 
il complies with the requirements for A 3** water.
(iv) Non-toxic lo fish in EIFAC terms (or best 
estimates if  EIFAC figures not available).
(i) Average BOD probably not greater than 
im g/l.
(ii) Similar to Class 2 of RPS^
(iii) Water not showing physical signs o f pollution 
other than humic colouration and a little foaming 
below weiri.
(i) Waters suitable for potable supply after ad­
vanced treatment.
(ii) Supporting reasonably good coarse fisheries.
(iii) Moderate amenity value.
3  (i) DO greater than 1 0 ft saturation.
(ii) Not likely to be anaerobic.
(iii) BOD not greater than 17 a ^ /1 * .
Similar to  Class 3 o f RPS. Waters which are polluted to an extent that fish 
are absent or only sporadically present. May be 
used for low grade industrial abstraction pur­
poses. Considerable potential for further use if 
cleaned up.
Waters which are inferior to Class 3 in terms of 
dissolved oxygen and likely to be anaerobic at 
times.
Similar to d a i s  4  of RPS. Waters which are grossly polluted and are likely 
to cause nuisance.
X DO greater than I Oft saturation. Insignificant watercourses and ditches not 
usable, where objective is simply to prevent 
nuisance developing.
Note (a)
(M
Under extreme weather conditions (e.g. flood, drought, freeze-up), or when 
dominated by plam growth, or by aquatic plant decay, rivers usually in Classes 1 ,2  
Wd 3 may have BODs and dissolved oxygen levels, or ammonia content outside the 
staled levels for (hose Classes. When this occurs the cause should be stated along 
with analytical results.
The BOD determinations refer to  5 day carbonaceous BOD (ATU). 
figures are expressed as NH.
Ammonia
(c) In most instances the chemical classification given above will be suitable. Howe' 
the basis of the classification is restricted la a finite number o f chemical de 
minands and there may be a few cases where the presence of a chemical subsla 
other than those used in the classification markedly reduces the quality o f  the wal 
In such cases, Ihe quality classification of the waler should be downgraded on 
basis of the biota actually present, and lhe reasons stated.
(d ) EIFAC (European Inland Fisheries Advisory Commission) limits should be 
pressed as 93 Vt percenlile limits.
This may not apply if there is a high degree of re-aeralion.
EEC category A2 and A3 requirements are those specified In the EEC Council 
Directive o f 16 June 1975 concerning the Quality of Surface Water intended for Ab­
straction of Drinking Water In the Member Slates.
28 January 1977.
REPRODUCED FROM "RIVER WATER QUALITY - THE NEXT STAGE" NWC
Authority Sewage Treatment Works
In considering the information included in the table in this Appendix the 
following points should be noted:
APPENDIX I I
(a) Column 2 - Dual Division E = Eastern 
P = Pennine
(b) Column 3 Type of treatment - Filter means biological 
filter plant. Oxidation ditch means extended 
aeration activated sludge plant. A .S . means 
activated sludge plant. A .S .plus Filters 
means activated  sludge plant followed by 
nitrifying filters. S .T . means settlement 
only.
(c) Column 7 Flow for  treatm en t . F ig u r e s  in th is  
column w ill  be written into the reviewed 
consents as conditions.
(d) Column 9
(e) Columns 10, 11,
Legal Status - N .A . means no consent or 
outstanding application can be traced.
Present consent limits - normally based on 
the recommendations of the Royal Commis­
sion of 1912, for fully treated effluents, 
and are generally  accepted as being 80 
percentile values (i .e . figures that will 
be exceeded 20% of the time) when the 
works is in good conditions and not over­
loaded.
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(f) Columns 12, 13
(g) Column 16
(h) Column 17
- Proposed consent limits - These figures are 
the 95 percentile values (i .e . figures that 
it is expected will be exceeded 5% of the 
time) based on existing effluent quality, 
but taking into account any improvements, 
extensions, e t c . ,  that have been or are 
about to be carried out and any known 
further industrial and/or housing develop­
ment in the sewage works drainage area.
- Class upstream and downstream of works 
represents the general character of the 
upstream and downstream stretches thus 
reflecting the possible uses of the water­
course. I f  the works discharges to a 
watercourse not classified as a matter of 
routine (and therefore not included in 
Appendix I) a classification has still been 
made and is indicated by an asterisk .
- 5 percentile  flow is that flow that is 
expected to be exceeded 95% of the time 
i .e . a very low flow.
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f u lly 1951 ;
:" 'r .0 2 . 3.07 ';"■ TREATED ACT ;: 20 . : 30 . ' 80 90 1 : )
' ■ //fi; 3.07-9,21 STORM 1951 v',:
TANS ■ ACT ' 150 ; 2 ) : TAUNTON BROOK * *
>  9.21 : STORM'- 1951 )::■'■■■ V-- "^ I " ' - ”■;? ..-■3/4' < i  ■
.^li. 'V overflow :;: ACT vX: ~ ' 3 v ■:.
FULLY : 1951:
f il t e r V':;ftt952': / ''- 0.706 . 1.02 '2..12 ■ ' TREATED ACT 20 : ; 30 30 45
storm . 1S51
2.12-4.94 TANK ACT 150 ) 1 RIVER MEDLOCK ■ 3/3 : . - A.
STORM i 9 5 i ; , ;
> •4 .94 OVERFLOW . ACT - :v-: - :. . -
FULLY 1 9 5 1 .: ) .
' EEtfflHT O./' E "U '. OXIDATION 197-1 2 .00  ' 2.12 5.48 TREATED , ACT : - ■: 2,0' ;;; 30 50 ■ 75 .; is'-
DITCH STORM 1951 'EAGLEY BROOK 1A/J& i5
> 5 .4 8  : OVERFLOW ACT ■ ' - V . 2 3. . ■
FULLY' 1951 }'■'
VBOI/TOfi;^ '-v.:" ■•:'■" P A .S . 1964 68.2 "73.4.::;''.' \ 2 . '0 ^ \ TREATED . ; ACT 20 30 ; 30 • . 45 .. " 1..'. >■ : ' ■" . ■ ■ ■
v o v ;
STORM 1951 : ) RIVER IRWELL 3/3 228
X2>C5 y TANK ACT ; - .. . 150 2 ) ■:>■■ ■
FULLY v- 1961 ) ■
^ITRY ' ; ' . 'P. ' A.S.PLUS 1975 "58..5:W;‘-40.7 156 TREATED ■ ACT 20 : "■ 30. ■ 30 .. ■ 45 , ■. 1 )
FILTERS
fe \ * ^
STORM 1961 : , )■ ; ' ■;.■■■' '
156-397 TANK/; act ■ 120 ' - 150 2 ) RIVER IRWELL ' 3/3 . y':54]..y '■;■
STORM 1961; . )"" ' ■"■■■'•
V.}\- .■:■'
>  397 overflow  ;: ACT . ■:r. V ■■ 1
FULLY 1961 , ) '
CASTLETON'. p":-: FILTER 1905 1.36 1.36 4 .08  V TREATED ACT 20 : , 30 30 60 :1 ■.1' ; ) /  ' ■'
STORM 1961 )TRUB BROOK .: a *
> 4 .0 8 TANK ACT . ; 150 : ■ ; ■ / : . ; 150 2 LB/2 <  i
FULLY ' 1961 ) .
CLIFTON ‘ E FILTER ■ 1953 1.91 2.00 ; 5.73 TREATED ACT 20 30 ■ 40 75 ) ' •;
STORM 1961 ) - V . "RIVER IRWELL; 5/3. ■ 317. :;
> 5 . 7 3 TANK ACT, 1 5 0 .; "  " 15.0 . )
FULLY ■ 1961 ;
FAILSWQRTH. ■' p ■' FILTER 1971 6.82 6.85 • ■ 16. 3 TREATED ACT " ?-° /' 30 30 "'45 '
STORM 1961 ' '
16.3-39.7 TANK ACT 120 _ 150  ^ 2
1 \ RIVER MEDLOCK 4 *‘4 .10.
STORM 1961 >
■' > 39 .7 DVERFLOW ACT ' “ : ■ H ;’. - ■ - :
-V;
FULLY 1951 * *
HyLXOK LAKE ESI ..OXIDATION 1972 0.750 0.230 6.21 IREATED. ACT 20 30 . 30 45 / 1 ; UNITY BROOK .(VIA SWAY DRAIN) .j, ,.; 2/ 2 ; ■
b it c h ; STORM : 1951 *
'-• ••...•' • .... ....
>  6.21 DVERFLOW ACT ■ , 2 ■' :.-V CUTACRE. BROOK (G i^E?;CATCHftNTiK: <;1:
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3- ;;:;y M i i & u 1^:5 ■' 13..;' T  i4';;;:.; ,.J7■?;i~>: CJUAif :v
■rasvisios
- XBSR;: PUJIff,; 
OR LAST
•SeSIGN-
DW?
rjsicwit':
Ml/d
;;SlBEa$i4£K*:
Mi/a
EFFLUENT m sm - ,
S3I&T0S I"
• PRESENT OOSSENT
'''.XIMXTS :W-;.r.
PROPOSEE>. CONSENT klSKS,:
ODTitf
..'." SO
:RBCEIVIIK? RTREfiM ; '
■ LIMITS. CLASS
nc/nc.
5 PERCEN­
TILE FUSS• BGD. ■■: SS' ; b o d ; ..;. ;...:■ ss:'.;;..,-'I
Tr'i'--'■ BLBBm  ‘ 50.3 i^rhvt^pr :;':::iEULLY.: 1951 '=‘;.:;',;20' ;' . V to ■‘;C30;"';:'.: \ V >5 •
\0Xi}, Vf%-. :00rEAs~-::;i ; TREATED; ';vActv: :
'/.I €:X ;i4?-3l3-:- \ STORM' ;:i»:i95i: '■:';S ;;120'.:v;“;.:' ■'■isb':'';;:'; 3 '. S : 4- ) ; wi nce  b r o o e ' '.:2/4: y
Ss*v:- ':S,V TANK ■ "’‘ a c t  •;
is;?STORM-: -■■ ■ 1951 ' "'i 5;
W B-
->: gSl-V:' :.;WSgFi.6u! ...: ' ACT'
m FULLY r .1961:.':
§fl|S ‘ "PftSSTOCB ;;':FltTgkf:v. I960 ' 9.79 9.50 .'■ 23.4 ■ TREATED. :y ACT:/ 0;/ ,-':'30'^ ' ■';. 30':"' ■,,';.:60';;-.;'''‘;'.' ' storm  ' ■ ' '1963:.:
- M.-.i '■;' •■ ; • 'V- .: :,•■•• 23.4-51,7; .TANK V ; , ACT- ; ' ’•X " • Sl20‘.’, ; ■' r ^ ■ '.'.’ISCi'.,;..; :)-!Vv
v -RIVER IRWELL ''. i 3/3.';.. 31° :
STORM :.
S?Sr!'S'rO ' >  51.7 OVERFLOW C h .a .V; s'-rM'-'v'-
FULLY 1951:.:. ■y
RAMSBOTTOM P' ■' ’i-: FILTER 1966 :! 5 .00 ;"a'.75. . 12.4 TREATED,. .ACT ; 20 30 ;60 120
STORM .1951 . ")
12.4-30.0 TANK ~ ACT 150 ) i' : RIVER. IRWELL ; ;:3/3;'i .V'.'-S3 ?:■■'■
STORM ::l95l'. :) :
>  30 .0  : OVERFLOW ' -' ■ ACT ' , - v.p":
3aiice>w««^
< r > < - FULLY , 1951 ) V'":: ■ ■:
ROCHDALE , : : p A .S . 1976 90.9 42 .5  ) 250 ■ . TREATED ACT : 20 so i  30 ; t v ;
- - -—■ V_ ' STORM . ' 1951 ■ RIVER ROCH ;. ; ; 2/3 (  4 o \
> 2 5 0 TANK :■ ' ACT 120' 150 y:'-
FULLY 1951
;■:■'■ ■' ;.HOSSEM5ALE . ■ p  ■ FILTER ‘ 1970 ■ 25.0 18.2 63.2 TREATED ACT ' 20 ’ 30 ''30 .. ; 45 ,.. ' 1
2 & . \ STORM 1951 RIVER IRWELL: ' 2/2 20-
'•> •/', y ’. ' > 6 3 .2  . - TANK ' : ACT", 150 150 ■ ' 2
FULLY 1975
?■>.: ROYTON p A .S . PLUS 1976 9.28 7.54 25.2 TREATED REG 20 30' ' 30 . ::;v45: .;j.
FILTERS. ■.* STORM 1975
>  25.2 TANK REG - : . 120 ' ■ 150 ; 2 )' RIVER. IRK (VIA, LUZLEY BROOKS 3/4 '' 2 ■'
STORM 1975
> 1 8 .6  : OVERFLOW REG ’ ■ - ; ' : '; 3' v':
WESTHO0GHTON a *
-DOG HOLES > ■ p ■ S .T . 1930's 0.020 0.020 ALL FINAL N.A. — ' — 250 ' :i; TRIB. MIDDLE BROOK . • ‘ . X/l B , K 1  " r
SESTBQUGHTON * *
.-, HIL5EON HOUSE p : '. S .T . 1930 's 0.010 0.010 ALL FINAL N. A. ;:150 1 TRIB. MIDDLE BROOK IB /IB
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7 I
-ij 9 10 11 13 | 14
_ W3JP ’ * ao»L 
DIVISION "
53PE .0? ESFOTENT
MAX.
BAILY VOL'
.?>tEGA3>.:'SIRTEIS ■PRESENT n I P. LIMITS PROPOSED CCNSBST LIMITS . RECEIVING STEESJ4
• Ml/d : ; BQD ■ ss pH SS pH
QJggg,- .
BS/DS
“S-EEKESTIEE"
FI^SS MI/<3 -■
. ASHWJHTH MOOR P 0.272 N/A: ■ - - - 100 AFTER 
.10 MINS. V;/
- UNDERGROUND. STRATA - -
CLAY LANE P SltTER' BACacSteSH /$gne:: ■ '■■;■ V 0.450 m/ a : - - 100 AFTER, 
10 MINS 
(45)
- 1 NADEN.; BROOK^ 3 /3  - .; . 4
■ BOTTOM
..... . p.
. FILTER- BACKWASH . SETTLEMENT. ■ 0,095 1961 ACT V :10 30 5-9 ' 60 - WHITEWELL BROOK ' 1A/1A y .'1
C0V!P2 P FILTER BACKWASH . . SETTLEMENT 0.059 1961 ACT .; . 10 30 5-9
. ■■■■.■;.'- ■
150 . ■ . COWPE -'BROOK V ; : " ' , ■ 1A/1A
GHEENFOUJ p FILTER BACKWASH ...SEtTLEMENT . 0.218 1961 ACT 10 30 5-9 4S;:;v;4:',r V:- ' ;; FOLLY BROOK- ;-;,' IB /15
^'HASLZNGQEN: 
>GftANE-
-p FILTER BACKWASH SETTLEMENT 0.455 S/A “ :V ^ ' V:' 45 HOLDEN WOOD RESERVOIR , ■;
'1A/1A; '
L0VECLOUGH , .,;p; ; '  . FILTER BACKWASH.: SETTLEMENT'' 0.500 •1961 ACT 10 - . 5~9 . . . . 45":' .TRIB. LIMY WATER ;-'
1B/1B '
SlilDLE BROOK: ■ E- ' ' : MICROSTRAINER ' 
BACKWASH
'NONE . 0.179 1961 ACT ' ’v'io'" 30 60 ''r 'y
MIDDLE BROOK ; X/.? ■<:*
i .'IffiW HALL'; : . 'P FILTER BACKWASH SETTLEMENT 0.170 . 1961. ACT - io 30 ;-‘ 5-9 100
TRIB. DEARDEN BROOK IB/IB -
■SHEEPUOUSES - '■ p FILTER BACKWASH '. SETTLEMENT 0.068 1961 ACT 10 - 3 0 ■ : 5-3
.60 V- TROUGH SYKE BROOK (VIA 
■CULVERT) .
2/2 c
SPRINGS/DIHGL ! ... P-. FILTER BACKWASH SETTLEMENT 0-741 1961 ACT , lO , r30;;:' V . ' :5—9' : ' 60
TRIB. GALE BROOK X/ IB ^■-y y : .
;' .P FILTER BACKWASH SETTLEMENT 0.727 N/A • - 45
STRINESDALE LOWER RESERVOIR ZlA/lA; -
SYKE ' P FILTER BACKWASH HONE 0.068 N/A
100 AFTER 
.10 MINS
FANNY BROOK ■ IB/IB ;' .1' ”
WAYOH . P'--
FILTER BACKWASH SETTLEMENT 0.909 N/A 45 . BRADSHAW;BROOK :
IB/IB ' <  I
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. j fsaosiBB MDBsnaai,
1; mfrmm mtrm
sa&ttosf, ssjbjuor
fisB®ssH. ..■, yyy 
* 'J.S , 'SRCMPOT BROS. LTD* ■
l£^Si:^t3?®s>ir«\BaosviTBv:!:^ ..
I. '-mm® ®OtJffl,;.H5E®OB3V:-
?*'■■':■ '..'^ :-y.■:'-- ' -■. •■ V '. ''.. ■•
: '" . y v.
f *  Si'.J&CPHESiS®-: & GO j- LTD. '
'.'£■ ■. .., '.■ . ■■• '•. '
i ' r .c .c . ^ j o l  ians :trp, ■■•;■■ 
|yyi£Tf^'i£¥BR ':
1 «SK3SISM EUSKTRON LTD
■,;: :y'>
!>' :::,H;CiB*:.&tKCROFT COtCIERI7
I-v s i e s t ®  '
meadows ■
f ^ y A c r o y y y
IK'-OIIVES: PAPER MOX CO LTD 
fyyBUST ,
« ’-•■ --VEOnSffTCN- HISS  LTD •
&  ■ C&OTTJIMCITQN
;? -RSJEBOTTOM BISft-CHIHG &
/:; BESOTS. COMPANY LTD.
STHUANG STUBHXN3 LTB -.•
? ■ EAWBOTTOM '
TOOTAi; UMTSED; LOVEGLOVOB 
1 i | PHIHtaOKKSjIUvsTEHSTali .
- SHaSSEiSHfr PAPSR LTD. '31ru  ' ■•■■.'■■■■■ ■,■ ;■ '■: ■
gurus waist lzmtisD:
|S:3^3iM ::5BGS^v;';>;,y
j ^ Sma-TiKSmEACiPRS
^^EI'FIiUEte:--
y i S i ^ l t e y
:'5y;s4:fggs33:''
TOtSGODSISG M D :; 
PAPER- MMiFAOTIISffi 
PAPER MANUFACTURE 
PAPER MANUFACTURE.\
s X :  -.'
CHEMICAL TIP 
DRAB®. OS
ZIRCONIUM COMPOUNDS 
■VMMfOFAQTURE'. ■ ; .:
(l) MINEWATER
(2 ; 50;/0
MtNEWATES EROM 
DISUSED MINE
PAPER. MANUFACTURE ,
CERAIJIC HLE  
MNUFACTURE '■
TEXT3X5 BISIQIING 
&  DYEING
TISSUE PAPER 
MANUFACTURE :
TEXTILE PRIM1NG:
& DTHJNG
(£)■ RBlSNERATSD sexl- 
ULOSE
{2 }'':.'c„W; & s,w , ; : -
'APES ;K4NUFACTURE
isBFte0EK;:Ji®A^ EMT:i
S & j x s m T  •
.HLTSD-PlATE ■ 1061 ACT
s?s^TbRv/yyyy/;';'
;SBTJttMiKT '"'y'yy.y" 1961 'ACT
NEOT/ffiEM COAGBIATlOf 1961: AST
SEsiiSMENi: y ' y y y
GHEM'COAGOTATI®/ . -| 1951 ACT 
STgPTT.R>fflMT. ■ , ■■' ■
CHSM GOAGBIAHON/ .. 195i ACT 
SBTTIEMSNT'
NONE v . 1951 ACT
SETTLEMENT . ; ;. 196l*ACT
NSOT/SSTTESHENT ■ 1961 ACT
NONE N„A.:
SILT TRAPS : ' N.A."
NONE.
CHSM COAGULATION/ 
SETTLSMENT/A .S .PLANT
CSJEM COAGULATION/ 
SElTTia®'fT
NEUT/SIfflTLElffiSNT .
d S M  COAGUIATION/ 
SSTTiaSSHT
MSUT/A.S, PLANT
NSUT/SSTTI®.®IT
'NOTE
.A.S^.PIA NT
^sifAfes;'
RAIN
FALL
^5-9’
s 4 :i
0.43^5‘-9: 
5- 9; 
5-9 
5-9
RAIN
FALL
+
4.S5
ESS-jPT 
I^SIACT 
1961 ACT 
196I ACT 
1951 ACT 
1961 ACT 
1961 ACT
1961 ACT
■5-E4
2-27
15,7
NOT
3,1s
0.06
3.55
2 ,1?
5.91
19,27
0.75
PBKKRNT.'
, 0 (
5-9’
APPU
s-(
85-11
5-9
5-9
5-9
5-9
5-9
BOB
70 
2^ ■ 
4O7 
4D: 
20
asotj
10
ijKBte:'* 
10
CABLE
20,
40
20
20
300:
20
10 .
Pb 1
S6';
20
;2 i :
'30:^
40
40':-
'4Q.
40
40
30
40
|3.3stj
40
20,
20
60
250
20 ;
EmL.iiIi.iIYS
ss:;
40
40
4°
30
30
'40'
'■■3P::
TTM
1.0
1.0
:i,o:
i .o :
32
■•32,5
20
20
32,5;
i s ; '
BOffii
iV6:
1.0
1.0
.NIL
'i.o
1.0
5EEZ
hss®3E .^$a /d
IM3J
20
3Q
.20
20;
20
33
25 ■
■fIL
:io;
io :.;
10
5
5
10 ■
pRnpnsF.n
UNDER DISC 
UNDE I DISC 
UNDE I  DISC
6. 82:
2,:27
.'UNDEf
5-9
5-9
liDISC
UNDE i; DISC
UNDE^ 
UNDEi
UNBE i DISC
DKCI 
 DISC
;unhe$;
NOT
6V75;
CQNSKN.T LTVTT.TS
i l l
JSSION 
JSSIQN 
JSSION 
40 
:60 
JSSI.ON 
JSSIOf
i DISC 
IPPIIC
UNBI® DISC 
UNDE R BISC
■ under: d isg
BOD
JSSIOS
BSIOf
jsssick'
jsssic
IBIfi
JSSIOI
JSSIQI
JSSIOt
2.18
. UHDSjR DISC 
■.".APPEAL" BEX
100 ■5-9  250
3SSI0If 
«} HBiSD
5-9 100
(35)
s s -
60: 
60
150
(50)
:t°;
20
5?0RKS.
OUTLET
■ no. ;■
KTPSaIRWEEL;: 
RlSSR IR9E3it,'
longden a© ;::
BROOK y 
RI¥SR IRWELL
I
■ ■;,i^  ;■:
■■1 .
UPPER
XOVSR
;ftEC5IVISG ■ STREAM
■name:
NADEN 3ROOIC:
river  a m -  .
RIVES. 5 !*L L  y
RIVER CROAL 
BIACESHAW. BROOK;
RIVER IRVWELL 
(VIA SLACK, BR00ii|)
RIVp? IRWELL
RIVER. IRiiESi •
KIRELEES BROOK,
RIVER IRHKLL;
DEARDEN brook;:
RIVER IS¥E2i
H W /H M S R  . yy
■ timss; 
-ittS/Ds )
3/3
vS/'Syy ■ 320.
’:%fc';.y
IB/?. ■:-A;y -< 1
3/3 :54
3/3 ; - ;e'
;.3/3.y; '. 150
::'.3/3 y y ; 54.
3/2 --■4 0"
IB/4 y -y ;y.i,:
' '
y.:y,;
320
,3/3;.'':/. ■..■.320’
' 4/4'; - :
IS/3 . .2
3/3 : .230
IB/4 ;. . :<  1
3 /3 ;  ' 50.
: ^ ; y  y. ;/<:'l-
3/4 'yy ;.9Q
W 3 j S 'M
.5 PERCENTER 
FLOW Hl/d' .. -
220
A
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P
E
N
D
IX
 
IV
/pfeSlS BSr:
^EFFLUENT
-DERiyEB
■S/from ;-:
EFFICENT SREA$?IEN'T
; LEGAL - 
:STATUS
PR]
pH'
SENT CONSENT T.TMTTS
BOB PV ss: TTM To WZj,dim .
PROPOSED CONSEN
J2iL 301)
T LDIIT:
SS'
01L7
WORKS 
OUTLET 
. NO.
:RECEIVING STREAM
CLASS
!’S/D3
5 PERCENTILE i 
FLOW. W l / i t
.J:jnES£S
’pHS/SXLD &/S0S:'XIMTSD ■ 
-BUST ■
l^ESS^imSBBSS' UMtTSD'
TfianE: BiEisa:
G0TT0N ; BLEACHING'
PAPES MM5USACT®£
©,TES TSEATMSHT PLANT 
BACKWASH
A.S.. ■.PLANT':
NEUT/SETTXSMEHT
'CHEM CQA.GUIAUON/' 
SETTLEMENT ::
NONE
1.961 ACT 
1961 ACT 
1951 ACT 
1951 ACT
0.4555-9
8.41
6,00
5-9
5 -9
5-9
40
140
20
120
20
60
40
60
40
40
.NIL
NIL
1.0
26
25
32.5
■5
5
M X
10
UNDER DISCUSSION
UNDER DISCUSSIO?
UNDER DISCU8S I0N
UNDER DISCUSSIOI-
BOLCOiiBS BROOK' 
OGDSN BROOK 
RTvER IRWELL
ISVEJi .ROCH,. A
IS/'? 
lA/i, 
3/3 
4/4 :
54 
' 95
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P
P
E
N
D
IX
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